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A brief history of
India’s foreign policy
At the stroke of today's midnight
hour, when the world sleeps, India
will awake to life and freedom.

Indo-Pakistani War
of 1947
•At Independence, Kashmir
remains neutral, choosing to
join neither Pakistan nor India.
•The Maharaja’s neutrality
ends as armed tribesmen
supported by Pakistan invade Kashmir, coinciding with
a popular revolt across the state
•Maharaja Singh flees to India, and in return for
military support, grants accession to India on 26
October 1947.
•Both countries agree that accession to be confirmed
by referendum once hostilities end.
•Fighting continues, and in May 1948, the regular
Pakistani army called upon to protect Pakistan’s borders.
• War ends on January 1, 1949 as UN arranges ceasefire.

1947

1954

1955

1962
Post-Nehru Pragmatism
•Shift toward pragmatic diplomacy and discarding of idealistic
pacifism gains pace following Nehru’s death in 1964.
•Defence spending surges, and a military modernisation
programme to create a one million strong army begins,
reflecting an increasingly “self-help” approach to foreign policy.
•No formal abandonment of Non-Alignment, and this rhetoric
continued despite Indian behaviour assuming more realist
orientation.

1964

1947 – Nehru’s Non-Alignment
•Since mid-1920s, the Indian National Congress,
under Nehru’s leadership, had resolved to support
colonised peoples in struggle against imperialism.
•Following independence, this anti-imperialist and
anti-racist stance forms pretext for Nehru’s
“Non-Alignment” policy, entailing diplomacy
independent of both former colonial overlords and
increasingly entrenched Cold War blocs.
•Non-Alignment based Panchsheel (the Five
Principles of Peaceful Coexistence) signed in 1954
with China, and later with Burma, Laos, Nepal,
Vietnam, Yugoslavia, and Cambodia.
•Transformation of Non-Alignment from a concept to
movement at 1955 Bandung Conference – a 10-point
“declaration on the promotion of world peace and
cooperation” incorporating Nehru’s Five Principles is
unanimously adopted.

1962 Sino-Indian War
•India's border
disputes with China
and its lack of adequate
preparedness to deal
with the rising China
threat have disastrous
consequences for
India.
•Indian forces suffer a humiliating defeat at the
hands of China, consequently bringing a harsh
criticism of Nehru’s China policy.
•United States rejects Nehru’s requests for military
aid, precipitating later move towards the USSR.

1965
1971 Liberation of Bangladesh

1965 Indo-Pakistani War
•Pakistani attempt to instigate
insurgency against India in Kashmir
(Operation Gibraltar) leads to India
launching full invasion of erstwhile
West Pakistan.
•Indian victory demonstrates its
superiority in South Asia, and the
success of its more assertive foreign
policy supported by strong military.
•Lack of Western support during
conflict brings India closer to USSR,
which becomes India’s largest supplier
of military hardware by end of the decade.

1971
•India came to support of Bangladeshi
liberation movement and inflicted severe
military defeat on Pakistan to help
establish the a new state of Bangladesh
•Signing of a pact of “Peace, Friendship
and Cooperation” with USSR obstructs
any intervention from American or
Chinese forces on behalf of Pakistan.
•India becomes dominant power on the
subcontinent, but lacklustre domestic
economic policies prevent extension of
influence further afield.

1974 Pokhran I (Smiling Buddha)
Nuclear Tests

•India detonates its first nuclear
bomb, calling it the ‘Peaceful
Nuclear Explosion’, catching the
world off guard.
•Aftermath: Nuclear Suppliers
Group created to contain nuclear
proliferation, but formed
specifically against India.

1974

1985
1987

1991 – The End of Cold War
•With the collapse of the Soviet Union –
India’s key ally – India begins to shift focus
towards the U.S.
•PM Narasimha Rao launches a series of
reforms opening up the economy to foreign
investment, privatisation, and liberalisation.
•‘Look East’ policy launched by the
government with focus on connecting with
the Southeast Asian markets.

1989

•CTBT opens for signatures in 1996.
•India refuses to sign CTBT and
older Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
on grounds that it is discriminatory;
prohibiting non-weapon states to
develop nuclear programmes whilst
allowing weaponised states to keep
their weapons.

Deepening of Indo-U.S. Relations
• India shifts her focus to developing relations with the U.S.,
the only major remaining superpower in the world on the
basis of shared democratic values
• Aim of India’s foreign policy is twofold – to maintain regional
position while working towards a long-term goal of becoming a
global superpower, which it feels the U.S. can help it accomplish

1996

1998

1999 Kargil War
•May ’99: Skirmishes escalate
between Indian and Pakistan forces
along the Kashmir border. India
launches military campaign to evict
Pakistani soldiers and militants
from Kargil sector.
•Pakistan is defeated but tensions
remain high.

•India continues to play preeminent role in regional affairs,
increasing its involvement in the UN peacekeeping operations.
•1985: Formation of South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) in an effort to forge regional integration.
•1987: India-Sri Lanka accord signed with the intention to end
the Sri Lankan civil war. Per terms of the agreement, India
sends peacekeeping forces to Sri Lanka. The accord ensures
that India keeps its position in the sub-continent and abates
foreign involvement in the civil war.
•1989: Outbreak of an armed insurgency in Kashmir Valley
leads to violence, migration of Kashmiri Pandits and sets the
stage for a long phase of militant violence.

1991

1992

1996 Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty (CTBT)

1980’s Increased international presence

1999

1992 India Establishes Formal Diplomatic
Relations with Israel
•Israel would prove to be a key ally and defence partner in
subsequent years
•Provides India with weapons during Kargil War.
•Sends Israeli Defence Force (IDF)
emergency response delegation to
provide humanitarian relief for
victims in the 2001 Gujarat
earthquake.

1998 Pokhran II Tests
•In response to the
growing threat posed by a
weaponised Pakistan and
China, India’s policy
towards the development
of nuclear weapons shifts
from idealism to pragmatism.
•In 1998, a series of nuclear tests known as
Pokharan II conducted by the Atal Behari
Vajpayee-led NDA government.
•The tests are met with approval domestically, the
government faced criticism internationally and
leads to economic sanctions from the U.S., Japan,
and other countries.

India Pushes for Nuclear Programme
Development
2005

26/11 Mumbai Terror Attacks
•November 2008: Pakistan based terrorist organization
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT)
attacks multiple locations
in Mumbai.
•Indian intelligence
agencies provide evidence
that the attack was
supported by Pakistani
intelligence agency ISI.
•Both governments make
efforts to prevent all-out war but relations take a major
setback.

•In 2005, Bush administration and UPA government under
Manmohan Singh issue a joint statement that lays out the plan
for civilian nuclear cooperation.
•In 2008, the UPA government and Obama administration sign
Indo-U.S. Civil Nuclear Deal.
•The Deal: India agrees to open its nuclear facilities for
international inspection in exchange for nuclear fuel from the
U.S. (for civilian purposes only).

2008
Increased Engagement with ASEAN, BRICS
and other Multilateral organisations; a Trend
Initiated by UPA and Continued by NDA
2009
2014

2016

India @

•UPA government signs FTAs with South Korea (2010), Malaysia (2010), ASEAN (2010), and Japan (2011).
•2009: Emergence of the BRIC nations as rising economic
powers.
•2014: Election of Modi government heralds increased international engagement, especially with Asian and ASEAN countries
in the form of Act East Policy.
•Modi government continues engagement with BRICS nations
including the establishment of BRICS NDB.
•India and other G4 nations pitch to become permanent members of the UN Security Council.

